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Mr. Revere



Mr. Revere
BEFORE YOU READ: 
(All SnapWords® resources are available at child1st.com)
                            
SOUND SPELLINGS:  
Write the target sound spelling on your whiteboard. Today we are practicing the sound 
of EAR, spelled ERE.
 a. Play Quick Draw with the target spelling words. Here they are: REVERE, HERE.   
 There are not many commonly used words that have this sound spelling. Other   
 words, however, include AMPERE, ADHERE, BERE, COHERE, AUSTERE, SPHERE,   
 SEVERE, HEMISPHERE, ECOSPHERE. Notice how many of them contain the whole   
 word HERE.
 b. Point out the contrast in sound between HERE and the words WHERE and THERE.  
 Same spelling, but different sound!

SIGHT WORDS:  
for this story are DAY, LONG and GONE. You can hear the small word ON inside GONE. 

SOUND OUT:  
these words: BEN, NAME, SPELL, BENJAMIN, PAUL, AGO, BOSTON, CANTON, CAR, 
FAMILY,  BEACH.  Many of the words are simple sound spellings or sounds we’ve already 
learned. BEN and AGO are simple. NAME and BEACH are familiar sound spellings. Break 
BEN-JA-MIN into syllables for ease of writing and reading. Note that CANTON and 
BOSTON, both towns in Massachusetts, end the same way.
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Ben’s mom told him about Paul Revere 
who lived long, long ago. “Paul Revere 
lived here in Boston, just like we do,” 
Mom said. Ben wanted to know some 
more about Paul Revere.
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The next day, Ben’s mom and dad took 
him to Canton to see Paul Revere’s 
plant which he made in 1801. They 
took a long walk around the plant. They 
got very hot so they got in their car.
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Back in Boston, Ben and his family went 
to Revere Beach to cool off in the water. 
They took off their shoes and got their 
feet wet. They sat to eat their food on 
the sand.


